RACE 1:
5- Lucky Long
4- PERU
8- Hogans Holiday

RACE 2:
1- Elissas Secret
4- Midnight Miracle
7- Stronger Kat

RACE 3:
3- Radiantrithym
6- Grace’s Drama
1- Miss Contessa

RACE 4:
7- Lisa Mila
8- Gardencity Gambler
3- Glotonasa

RACE 5:
9- Violent Times
8- Cuccidati
6- Speed Star

RACE 6:
2- Morocco
6- Florida Cotton
8- True Boots

RACE 7:
2- Sonoma Storm
6- Rucia Mora
8- Uncommon Factor

RACE 8:
9- Scam
6- Wildcat’s Legacy
7- Chirping

RACE 9:
3- Wildwood Dancer
4- Dupree
2- Star Juancho

RACE 10:
4- Ice Show
5- Elia
10- Summer Frock

❖ BEST BET:
9) Wildwood Dancer (3)